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Abstract— In this paper we propose a new method of design-
ing the beamformer subspace in MIMO interference channel with
a Time-Division Duplex (TDD) transmission scheme. In particu-
lar, this method is applied to aSpatial Interweave Cognitive Radio
scenario. In our model we do not require a priori knowledge
of the Channel State Information (CSI) at the transmitters.
The primary and the opportunistic (cognitive) users are able
to obtain information required for Tx beamforming through
smart exploitation of received signal during a TDD time slot,
exploiting channel reciprocity thus reducing overhead for channel
estimation. The opportunistic user designs its beamformer in
order to span the noise subspace at the primary receiver, thus
intertwining its signal with the primary’s so that its signal lies
within the spatial whitespaces of the primary, possibly licensed
system, causing no interference to the latter.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the last few decades the number of wireless com-
munication systems has grown exponentially and hence the
electromagnetic spectrum has become more crowded. This is
the reason for the popularity of theCognitive Radio (CR)
concept [1]. In the CR paradigm a secondary user is allowed to
opportunistically communicate using the same spectrum as a
licensed player, as a result increasing the spectrum efficiency.
In the Interweave (IW) paradigm of CR, see [2] for more
on CR terminology, the opportunistic user can transmit using
the temporary space-time-frequency voids of the licensed
communication without generating any kind of interferenceat
the primary receiver. In this scenario the secondary transmitter
can apply the concept ofInterference Alignment (IA) [3], to
design its transmitted (Tx) signal, hence the primary receiver
(Rx) receives the opportunistic transmission into the dimension
that is unused by the licensed user. As a result there is no
degradation of the performance of the primary, possibly legacy,
system.

For efficient beamformer design the knowledge of chan-
nel state information (CSI) is required at the transmitter.
This makes Time-Division Duplex (TDD) systems desirable
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since they can in theory exploit the uplink (UL) downlink
(DL) reciprocity in the radio propagation channel. Using this
transmission strategy the transceiver can obtain DL (UL)
channel knowledge using an estimate of the UL (DL) channel.
However, in order to exploit channel reciprocity it is important
to compensate for the mismatch between the analog Tx/Rx
circuitry at both ends, this process is called calibration [4].

In this paper we show how CR users can achieve channel
information of the primary link exploring opportunistically the
TDD communication between licensed devices. In addition,
we discuss the design of secondary transmitter signal so as
to cause little interference to the primary communication.In
particular, the secondary system is a spatial IW cognitive radio
that exploits spatial holes resulting from unused spatial modes
in the latter.

During the course of this work, the authors came across
another independent work [5] that addresses a similar CR
beamforming problem (called opportunistic interference align-
ment there) assuming perfect knowledge of all channels and
same antenna configurations for the primary and secondary
systems. Our work is in a more general setting and includes
an inventory of quantities to be estimated for solving the
beamforming problem. The main contribution compared to [5]
is the demonstration that TDD is not just a possible option,
but is crucial for spatial IW cognitive radio if unrealistic
overheads and communications between the two systems are
to be avoided. We also address calibration of Tx/Rx electronics
that is a critical requirement in TDD systems and show that
even though the opportunistic Tx needs to know the noise
subspace at primary Rx, calibration between non cooperative
Tx and Rx is not needed for beamformer design.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We focus on the MIMO interference channel where two
point-to-point bidirectional links transmit using a TDD trans-
mission scheme. Even if our work can be applied to more
general system to simplify the notation we will refer to a
primary link composed of a licensee Base Station (BS1),
that communicates with the respective Mobile User (MU1)
ignoring completely the presence of a secondary transmission



in its vicinity. At the same time a cognitive Base Station (BS2)
tries to opportunistically communicate to a cognitive Mobile
User (MU2) without degrading the licensee’s communication.

BS1 and MU1 are equipped with the same number of
antennasN1 and alsoBS2 andMU2 haveN2 antennas. We
focus on the case where the opportunistic users have a number
of antennas greater than the primary usersN2 ≥ N1. The
matricesHij and H̃ij ∈ C

Ni×Nj are, respectively, the DL
and UL channel matrices from transmitterj to receiver i,
where i, j ∈ {1, 2}. The entries of these matrices arei.i.d.
complex Gaussian random variable. In the following we will
assume that all the channel matrices are fixed, this corresponds
to assuming that the channel remains constant for a sufficient
number of TDD slots.

In a TDD transmission scheme assuming perfect Tx/Rx
calibration the UL channel is the transpose of the relative
downlink one [4] due to channel reciprocity.

H̃ij = HT
ji (1)

Thus an UL channel estimate can be used for designing the
transmit beamformer. We assume that channel estimates are
obtained through pilot symbols.
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Fig. 1: Downlink Channel

In the Interweave cognitive scenario, licensee (primary)
systems are not aware of the presence of secondaries which
should ideally cause no interference. The primary Tx is
therefore assumed to be a Single User MIMO link (SU-
MIMO). In this system the transmitter and receiver filters are
designed in order to maximize the transmission rate and the
capacity-achieving solution is SVD beamforming and Water-
Filling (WF) [6]. Assuming low-rank Tx, the primary link
can decomposes into a signal and a complementary (noise)
subspace,

H = U∆VH = [UsUn]

[
∆s

∆n

] [
VH

s

VH
n

]

(2)

where subscriptss or n refer to signal subspace and noise
subspace respectively. The matricesU and V are unitary
matrices and∆ is a diagonal matrix that contains the singular
values of the channel matrix. In order to waterfill in UL and
DL, both BS1 and MU1 must have complete knowledge of
the primary channel and Rx noise variances. This information
can be obtained partially through TDD reciprocity (pilots
for channel estimation) and partially through unavoidable
feedback.

In the interweave scenario unlicensed users must transmit
without deterioring the licensed transmission. Because atlow
to medium signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) the primary transmit-
ters are expected to exploit a limited number of channel modes,
the opportunistic transmitter can beamform its signal in order
to fall in the noise subspace of the licensed communication.
This has been labelled an interference alignment technique
in [5]. To adapt its communication the secondary Tx has to
know what is signal subspace at the primary Rx. As discussed
in the following this subspace can be learnt by an opportunistic
exploitation of the primary’s signal.

All TDD frames in both UL and DL are composed of two
time segments, one comprising possibly multiple data streams
and the second pilots embedded for channel estimation in the
relevant link. In the primary link only data part of the frame
is beamformed but not pilots. This implies that they span
the entire channel space. On the other hand in the cognitive
transmission pilots are also beamformed, thus ensuring that
they do not interfere with the primary transmission. We assume
that the secondary TDD slots are aligned with the primary’s
using classical spectrum sensing techniques.

A. First TDD Slot

In this first slot all devices in the system should start to
get the knowledge that they need to transmit. In particular
the licensed BS transmits without knowledge of the downlink
channel and therefore cannot beamform transmitting over the
entire channel.MU1 can estimate the channel matrixH11

using pilots. Cognitive users are assumed to be inactive at this
time.

B. Second TDD Slot

MU1 now knows the downlink channel matrix and hence
it can construct the beamforming subspaceTMU1

∈ C
N1×d1

using the reciprocity in equation (1), whered1 is the number
of transmitted streams and is equal to the signal subspace
dimension. The received signal atBS1 has the following
structure.

ỹ1 = H̃11TMU1
s̃1 + ñ1 (3)

ỹ1 ∈ C
N1×1 is the received signal vector,̃s1 ∈ C

d1×1 is
the transmitted signal vector and̃n1 ∈ C

N1×1 is the spatially
white Gaussian noise with zero mean and varianceσ2

1
.

MU1 proceeds with a SVD decomposition of the downlink
dual channel,HT

11
= V∗

1
∆11U

T
1

, uses as Tx beamformer
TMU1

= U∗
1,s, taking the columns ofU∗

1
according to the

WF solution. TheBS1 can design its Rx filter asRBS1
=

VT
1,s ∈ C

d1×N1 from the SVD of the UL channel. The signal
at the Rx output,̃r1 ∈ C

d1×1 at BS1 is written as

r̃1 = RBS1
H̃11TMU1

s̃1 + RBS1
ñ1

= VT
1,sH

T
11

U∗
1,ss̃1 + U∗

1,sñ1 = ∆11,ss̃1 + ñ
′

1

(4)

where∆11,s is the diagonal matrix containing singular values
of HT

11
corresponding to the signal subspace and the vector

ñ
′

1
is the post-processed noise vector with varianceσ2

1
.

At BS2 the N2 × 1 Rx signal is given by

ỹ2 = HT
12

TMU1
s̃1 + ñ1 = HT

12
U∗

1,ss̃1 + ñ1. (5)



Assuming sufficient data samples, we can obtain atBS2 a
consistent estimate (in the SNR sense) of the primary Rx signal
subspace asRỹ2ỹ2

= E{ỹ2ỹ
T
2
}.

Knowing U1,s, the BS2 Tx beamformerTBS2
∈ C

N2×d2

can send at mostd2 streams while ensuring its signal lies in
the noise subspace at the primary Rx. This implies that

RMU1
H12TBS2

= 0 =⇒ TBS2
= (RMU1

H12)
⊥ (6)

whereA⊥ represent the orthogonal complement of the row
space of the matrixA.

Taking the MU1 Rx in the definition ofTBS2
has the

advantage that in the low to medium SNR of the primary
link, where the primary Tx sends onlyd1 < N1 of the
total available signaling dimensionN1, the secondary Tx can
(opportunistically) transmit at mostd2 = N2 − d1 streams.
On the other hand in the high SNR region, when the primary
link use up its entire degrees of freedom (DoF) for spatial
multiplexing, the secondary can always transmitd2 = N2−N1

streams.
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Fig. 2: Uplink Channel

C. Third TDD Slot

From this TDD time slot onwards starts the steady state of
the system. This means that also the cognitive BS starts to
transmit to theMU2. As for the reverse link, in the primary
forward link BS1 constructs its beamforming subspace using
SVD of the channel matrixH11, TBS1

= V1,s, and MU1

uses as Rx,RMU1
= UH

1,s. The opportunistic BS starts to
transmit its data hence the received signal at primary MU is

y1 = H11TBS1
s1 + H12TBS2

s2 + n1 (7)

In order to extract the useful dataMU1 applies the Rx filter
to the received signal:r1 = RMU1

y1. The BS2 beamformed
signal lies in the noise subspace,MU1 sees no interference.
On the other handMU2 receives signal from bothBS1 and
BS2:

y2 = H22TBS2
s2 + H21TBS1

s1 + n2 (8)

MU2, using the beamformed pilots incorporated into the
secondary data frame, can estimate the secondary link beam-
formed channelH22TBS2

. Using this information it de-
termines the transmitter subspace of the primary downlink
using second-order statistics (SOS) of the received signal
y2. Similarly to BS2 the beamformer subspace atMU2 is:
TMU2

= (RBS1
HT

21
)⊥

D. Fourth TDD slot

In this slot all nodes have the knowledge they need to
transmit to corresponding receivers. The received signal of the

primary UL transmission is

y1 = HT
11

TMU1
s̃1 + HT

21
TMU2

s̃2 + ñ1 (9)

The Rx filter atBS1 suppresses the opportunistic Tx from
MU2. The received signal atBS2 nevertheless contains inter-
ference due toMU1.

ỹ2 = HT
22

TMU2
s̃2 + HT

12
TMU1

s̃1 + ñ2. (10)

IV. SECONDARY L INK OPTIMIZATION

Once the secondary link beamformer subspace is defined in
order to cause zero interference at the primary receivers, we
can optimize for the secondary link by designing ad2 × d2

square beamforming matrixQBS2
such thatTBS2

QBS2
∈

span(TBS2
).

The received signal atMU2 is given in (8). To find the
matrix QBS2

we need to solve the following optimization
problem:

max
QBS2

log
2
det




I + QH

BS2
TH

BS2
HH

2,2R
−1

intH2,2TBS2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

K

QBS2






s.t. trace(TBS2
QBS2

QH
BS2

TH
BS2

) = P2 (11)

P2 represents the transmit power constraint at the secondary
link andRint = H2,1TBS1

TH
BS1

HH
2,1+σ2

nI is the interference
plus noise covariance matrix. The problem is the traditional
waterfilling in colored noise.

A. Feedback Requirements and Differential Feedback

To find the solution of the optimization problem aboveBS2

should know the covariance matrixK. It must be remarked
that even using TDD transmission scheme there is no way for
BS2 to know the interference plus noise covariance matrix,
Rint atMU2. A feedback ofK to BS2 is therefore inevitable.
In order to reduce the rate penalty due to feedback the entire
matrix, we propose differential feedback [7].

In this technique the Rx and Tx both generate a common
random codebook of Hermitian matrices from which they
choose the appropriate matrix. In particular the receiver,ac-
cording to the received signal, chooses the Hermitian matrix
that is closer to the real covariance matrix. The information
that is fedback is the index corresponding to the chosen
matrix in the codebook. Using the index and the corresponding
random matrix the transmitter finds the Tx filter through WF.
This process continues until convergence or a certain number
of iteration is reached, refer to [7] for more details.

The main advantage of differential method is that the
amount of feedback is not related to the matrix dimensions.
The number of bits required isb = log2(Q), where Q is
the cardinality of the codebook. The disadvantage of this
method is that it is sensible to transmission error, in par-
ticular if the transmitter chooses the wrong matrix, due to
feedback errors, the beamformer matrix is no longer optimal.
Fortunately, it turns out that differential feedback is robust
against transmission errors. At every iteration before finding
the new covariance matrix, the receiver should verify if the



transmitter has used the right matrix to design the beamformer.
In particular it computes an appropriate cost function using the
received covariance matrix. In addition it computes the same
cost function using the covariance matrix that it would have
received if the transmitter would have used the covariance
matrix corresponding to the right fedback index. It compares
the results and if they are different it tries to find out the
covariance matrix that the transmitter chose, and uses this
matrix for the next iteration.

V. UPLINK DOWNLINK CALIBRATION
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Fig. 3: Reciprocity Model

The overall UL and DL channels, Fig. 3, can be written as:

Uii = RBHT
iiTM (12)

Dii = RMHiiTB (13)

where the matricesTB , RB andTM , RM represent transmit
and receive circuitry at BS and MU respectively and with
dimensionsNi × Ni. It is possible to express the DL channel
in function of the UL channel, and vice versa:

Dii = RMT−T
M

︸ ︷︷ ︸

PMUi

UT
ii R

−T
B TB

︸ ︷︷ ︸

PBSi

(14)

The calibration matricesPMUi
and PBSi

only depend on
electronic components at respective sides. The objective of
relative calibration is to find these matrices using estimates
of the UL and DL channel obtained through classical channel
feedback operation [4]. Complete calibration requires an UL
to DL and another DL to UL training phase between users.

The question is, ”How to calibrate the cross links in a CR
system where communication between primary and secondary
systems is not allowed?”. As we shall see in the following
despite the stringent secondary beamformer requirement of
apportioning signals so that interference lies in crosslink Rx
noise subspace, no calibration is required between crosslink
Tx-Rx devices. This discovery is the key to realizable inter-
weave CR systems!

It must be noted that in our CR scenario calibration phase
of secondary link will interfere a little with the primary link
(and vice versa) but considering that the training phase for
calibration is infrequent, the interference caused is negligible.

A. Primary Beamformer Design with Channel Calibration

In this section we will discuss how calibration of Tx-Rx
electronics impacts beamformer design

BS1 performs an SVD decomposition of the UL channel
U11 = ZDWH that it estimates directly using pilots trans-
mitted byMU1. The primary link DL channel can be written

as function of the UL channel SVD decomposition using the
calibration filters as:

D11 = PMU1
UT

11
PBS1

= PMU1
W∗DZT PBS1

(15)

in order to diagonalize the DL channelBS1 designs its
beamformer subspace asTBS1

= P−1

BS1
Z∗, and hence the

receiver filter atMU1 is given by:RMU1
= WT P−1

MU1
.

During UL transmission it is possible to design the trans-
mitter and receiver filters using the UL channel as reference.
In doing so, calibration filters do not appear in the expression
and thus the transmitter matrix atMU1 is TMU1

= W and
the receiver filter atBS1 is: RBS1

= ZH .

B. Secondary Beamformer Design without Crosslink Calibra-
tion

The signal at secondary BS due to primary and secondary
Tx is expressed as

ỹ2 = U21TMU1
s̃1 + U22TMU2

s̃2 + ñ2 (16)

Knowing U22TMU2
estimated throughMU2 beamformed

pilots,BS2 can determine theMU1 Tx subspaceU21W using
second order statistics.

Now let us consider the signal atMU1, after the Rx filter,
which is given by

r1 = RMU1
D11TBS1

s1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

r1,s

+RMU1
D12TBS2

s2
︸ ︷︷ ︸

r1,int

+n1 (17)

wherer1,s represent the useful signal part andr1,int contains
the interference term.

The objective of secondary user is to transmit without
causing any interference to the primary system. SoBS2

must design its beamformer subspace such thatr1,int = 0.
Expressing the DL channelD12 as function of the UL channel
and the calibration filters we can write

r1,int = RMU1
D12TBS2

s2 = WT UT
21

PBS2
TBS2

s2 (18)

becauseBS2 knows the calibration filterPBS2
it is possible to

parameterizeTBS2
= P−1

BS2
T̂BS2

, so it is possible to design
the beamformer subspace, in order to cause zero interference
at MU1 after its receiver filter, as

T̂BS2
= (WT UT

21
)⊥ (19)

Similar treatment applies to the design ofMU2 beamformer
which are not discussed for lack of space.

It is important to remark that secondary transmitter can
design the beamformer subspace using its own calibration
factor, obtained during the calibration phase only with its
intended receiver, the UL channel and the receiver subspace
at MU1 that are estimated using second order statistics of the
received signal. Calibration with non cooperative users isnot
required.

VI. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS INSPATIAL IW CR

Despite a pragmatic approach taken in this work to spatial
interweave CR design, we nevertheless make one strong
assumption, namely the Tx/Rx subspace is the same in the
primary system. In practical system this condition may not



be satisfied for a multitude of reasons, for example different
ratio of power constraint and noise variance between theBS1

andMU1 may lead to different number of streams in UL and
DL. One subspace will be the subset of the other. A more
drastic difference could be the presence at one end of colored
noise instead of white noise or different colored noises at
the two ends in which case whitened channels may lead to
unrelated Tx/Rx subspaces. In such cases, secondary systems
can resort to zero-forcing beamforming at crosslink channel
output if enough degrees of freedom are available. This implies
a reduction in number of secondary Tx streams but the IW
paradigm is still satisfied.

If the primary link is affected by colored noise due to
secondary link leakage, one may observe that the CR is
no longer strictly spatial interweave and fits the underlay
paradigm [2]. When this happens, TDD is not enough to
design Tx/Rx filters and feedback is also required between
BS1 and MU1. Furthermore, estimation of interference plus
noise covariance matrices is needed for channel whitening and
primary beamformer design. In some way, the CR problem
starts resembling a classical MIMO interference channel.

VII. N UMERICAL RESULTS
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Fig. 4 depicts the rate curve for the primary and secondary
links where the licensed users and the opportunistic ones
have the same number of transmitting and receiving antennas
N1 = N2 = 6. As we can see primary communication
is not affected by the opportunistic transmission. The plot
shows also that secondary transmission takes place only in
the low SNR region because the opportunistic users can only
communicate using unused modes of primary communication.
When licensed users use all the possible modes there is no
room for secondary transmission and hence the rate curve
converge to zero.

Fig. 5 shows the rate curve for a licensed users withN1 = 6
and the opportunistic ones have more antennasN2 = 8. The
main difference with the previous case is that in high SNR
region the opportunistic users can still continue to transmit
due to the fact that they have more antennas than the primary
users. In this case the opportunistic user is able to sustaina sig-
nificant rate. In both plots we show two curves for secondary
transmission. The first assumes secondary link optimization
using full CSIT while the second exploits estimates obtained
through differential feedback with100 iteration andb = 4
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feedback bits. As can be seen there is little difference between
the two techniques.

VIII. C ONCLUDING REMARKS

We addressed beamformer design for secondary systems
in an interweave CR system that acquire channel state in-
formation in an opportunistic fashion by exploiting primary
signal statistics and the reciprocity of the underlying TDD
channel. The beamformer for secondary Tx is designed so
that the secondary signal lies in the noise subspace of the
primary signal. It must be noted that the key assumption to
guarantee success of such a scheme is the reciprocity of the
TDD channel. Tx/Rx calibration is therefore mandatory. The
main contribution of this paper is the discovery that despite
the requirement for channel reciprocity between noncoper-
ative users, calibration between crosslinks is not required.
To optimize secondary-link communication, the beamformer
is a cascade of two beamformers, the first ensuring zero
interference to the primary Rx and the second diagonalizing
the whitened channel of the secondary. To enable waterfilling
in the secondary link, we make use of differential feedback in
this link and propose a modification of the feedback algorithm
in order to make it robust to transmission errors.
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